
Dynamial SystemsMATH 374, MWF 2:00 - 2:50, Swords 328, Fall 2005Professor Gareth RobertsContating me: OÆe: SWORDS 326, e-mail: groberts�radius.holyross.edu (Please use thisemail, it is NOT my groupwise aount!) phone: x2350OÆe hours: Mon. 10 - 11, Tues. 10:30 - 12, Wed. 11 - 12, Fri. 10 - 11 or by appointment.Required Text: A First Course In Chaoti Dynamial Systems, Robert L. DevaneyCourse Prerequisites: MATH 242 and MATH 244Web page: http://maths.holyross.edu/�groberts/Courses/MA374/homepage.htmlHomework assignments, omputer projets, exam materials, shedule hanges, useful links andother important information will be posted at this site. Please bookmark it!Syllabus: The goal of this ourse is to desribe some of the fasinating ideas and appliations in the �eldof dynamial systems. Any proess that hanges over time an be viewed as a dynamial system.The weather, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the amount of money in your bank aount,the population of north Atlanti right whales and the motion of the planets are all examples ofproesses that an be modeled as dynamial systems.We will restrit our attention to disrete dynamial systems as opposed to ontinuous ones (mod-eled by di�erential equations), the key onept being the iteration of a funtion. Spei�ally,given a funtion f : X 7! X mapping some spae X to itself and an initial seed x0 in X, we areinterested in following the orbit of x0 under iteration of f . The orbit of x0 is the sequene ofnumbers x0; f(x0); f(f(x0)); f(f(f(x0))); : : :For a simple example, typing a number and repeatedly hitting the sine key on a alulator givesthe orbit of that number under the sine funtion.There are two overarhing themes that will guide our study. The �rst aim is to lassify theunderlying dynamial behavior of a given system. What types of orbits exist? Are there periodiorbits? What are they and how many? Are there \random" orbits? Is it possible to desribe thefate of all orbits? What is the struture of the set of points where the \interesting" dynamialbehavior ours? The seond goal is to onsider a family of funtions depending on a parameterand study the hanges in dynamial behavior as the parameter varies. This has partiular relevaneto real-world systems sine measurements in the �eld are always approximations. What dynamialstrutures persist? What are the key values where the dynamial behavior hanges substantially?By what mehanisms do these hanges our? For these types of questions we will investigatesome very famous bifuration diagrams.Our study of dynamial systems will be approahed from an analyti, geometri and numerialviewpoint, with the numerial work being onduted through various omputer projets. We willover most of the material in the text exept for Chapters 13 and 18. Near the end of the semesterProfessor Devaney will be on ampus to give a Department Colloquium sharing some of the morereent results in the �eld. A rough outline of the semester is as follows:1



� Sample Dynamial Systems and Iteration (1 week)� Orbits: �xed points, periodi points, dense orbits, attrators and repellers (2 weeks)� Visualizing Orbits: graphial analysis, histograms (1 week)� Exam I (Chapters 1 through 5)� Bifurations: saddle-node, period doubling, orbit diagrams (2 weeks)� Conjugay: symboli dynamis, shift map (1 week)� Chaos: haoti dynamial systems, Sarkovskii's Theorem, the Shwarzian derivative (2 weeks)� Exam II (Chapters 6 through 12)� Fratals: Sierpinski Triangle, dimension, Iterated Funtion Systems (1 week)� Complex Dynamial Systems: the Julia set, the Mandelbrot Set (2 1/2 weeks)� De. 1st, 4 - 5 pm., Dynamis Colloquium by Professor Robert Devaney� Final Exam (Cumulative)Homework: There will be homework assigned roughly every 9 - 10 days (approximately 7 - 8 assign-ments for the semester). Assignments will be posted on the ourse web page. There will be alist of problems for you to hand in, a nonempty subset of whih will be graded. While you areallowed and enouraged to work on homework problems with your lassmates, the solutions youturn in to be graded should be your own. Take are to write up solutions in your own words.Plagiarism will not be tolerated and will be treated as a violation of both the departmental poliyon aademi integrity and the ollege's poliy on aademi honesty.NOTE: LATE homework will NOT be aepted. The only exused homework whih is late willbe aompanied by a letter from your Class Dean. However, you will be allowed ONE \mulligan"over the ourse of the semester where you an turn in the assignment up to one week after theoriginal due date.Computer Projets: There will be several omputer projets assigned over the ourse of the semesterusing software that is available on the web at http://math.bu.edu/DYSYS/applets/ Thiswebsite ontains java applets from the Dynamial Systems and Tehnology Projet at BostonUniversity overseen by the author of the ourse text, Robert Devaney. The projets are numerial\experiments" designed to disover or reinfore important onepts in dynamial systems theory.Projets will be arried out in groups of 2 to 3 people with one typed set of solutions to be turnedin for the whole group.Exams: There will be two midterm exams (in lass) and a omprehensive �nal at the end of thesemester. Please make a note of these dates and plan aordingly. Any onits must be legitimateand brought to my attention well before the sheduled exam date. If you have any spei� learningdisabilities or speial needs and require aommodations, please let me know early in the semesterso that your learning needs may be appropriately met. You will need to ontat Dr. MatthewToth of Disability Servies in Hogan 207 (x 3693) to obtain doumentation of your disability.Exam Shedule: Exam 1 Wed., Ot. 5 In ClassExam 2 Wed., Nov. 16 In ClassFinal Mon., De. 12 8:30 - 11:30 am2



Aademi Integrity: The Department of Mathematis and Computer Siene has drafted a poliy onaademi integrity to preisely state our expetations of both students and faulty with regards toheating, plagiarism, aademi honesty, et. You are required to read this poliy and sign a pledgeagreeing to uphold it. Anyone who violates the Departmental Poliy on Aademi Integrity willreeive a 0 for that assignment as well as possible further disiplinary ation involving your ClassDean.Grade: Your ourse grade will be determined as follows: homework 25%, omputer projets 20%,midterm exams 30% and �nal exam 25%.How to do well in this ourse:� Attend lass, partiipate and ask questions. Be an aggressive learner.� Do your homework regularly.� Read the text. (Yes, this is possible!)� Work with your lassmates.
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